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AUTO & AVIATION- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Chirag Goyal

Passenger Vehicles sales growth witnesses moderate growth in
April-September at 6.88%
Domestic passenger vehicle sales increased by 6.88 percent to
17,44,305 units in the first half of the current fiscal year compared to
16,322,006 units in the same period last year. In the period from April
to September of the current fiscal year, domestic vehicle sales
increased by 6.8 percent to 11,669,497 units, compared to 10,95,077
units in the same period of 2017-18 fiscal, according to Society of
Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM). In September, sales of
passenger vehicle fell by 5.61 percent to 2,92,658 units from 3,10,741
units in the same month of the previous year.

Tata Motors relying on rural market to accelerate sales of passenger
vehicles
Tata Motors is banking on strong rural buying to accelerate sales as
the Passenger Vehicle (PV) industry witnesses softening demand in
major cities. Tiago's automaker has organized 500-600 rural sales
camps in the last six months which led to an increase in sales of more
than 10,000 units. Now it plans to organize more sales camps. For the
company, rural markets accounts for a third of sales. Its sales in the
hinterlands increased 38% in the first six months of this fiscal year,
much faster than in the major cities where the growth was 15-20%.
Tata motors consider every village with more than 10,000 people as a
rural market.

Honda to invest Rs 9,200 crore in India, the largest for Indian car
business
Japanese car major Honda plans to inject more than Rs. 9,200 crores
into its largest investment in India, to set up a third factory for the
introduction of hybrid and electric vehicles, and drive in new models
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and improvements. This new investment will double the company's
financial commitment in India to over Rs 18,500 crore since it began
operation in 1998. India is one of the most important markets for
Honda worldwide and the company wants to step up its activities
here. Honda currently has two factories: the first in Greater Noida in
Uttar Pradesh and the second in Tapukara in Rajasthan. The
company's installed production capacity is 2.8 lakh units per year,
more than 1.7 lakh units it sold in 2017-18.
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REAL ESTATE, INFRASTRUCTURE & CEMENT-

WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- Arpit Daga & Akshit Batra

GMR Infra arm signs pact with APGDC for piped natural gas supply
[Oct 11,2018]
Kakinada SEZ, a subsidiary of GMR Infra, signed MOU with APGDC to
get access to piped domestic natural gas for its upcoming 10,500 –
acre zone. Kakinada SEZ would be the first zone on the eastern coast
of India to provide piped natural gas to all its industrial units.
This development will be a boon for gas dependent industries like
ceramics, glass, fertilizers and chemicals in the region. APGDC, which
is the authorised entity by Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory
Board (PNGRB) for laying, operating and expanding gas distribution
network in AP, is executing the Kakinada-Srikakulam high pressure
Natural Gas Pipeline (KSPL) to facilitate supply of gas for industrial
use.

Gurugram most sought after office space – CBRE
[Oct 12,2018]
International commercial real estate and investment consultant, CBRE
stamped the dominance of Gurugram in the office space leasing
bracket in NCR. It is now one of the five urban hubs of India that
accounted for 80% activity in this bracket in Q3, 2018. The majority
space was sought by tech firms, followed by engineering and
manufacturing companies. There has been some improvement in
both sentiment and concern in the office space market across the
nation. Leasing improved by 12% and touched 10.9 million square feet
during the third quarter of 2018. In the third quarter, small to medium
size transactions kept the market moving.
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Emami cement IPO
[Oct 12,2018]
Emami cement filled its draft red herring prospectus (DRHP) for 1000
crore IPO with SEBI. Emami would be diluting its promoters and
existing shareholders ownership 500 crores along with fresh issuance
of shares of same amount. Its share issue and underwriting will be
overseen by IIFL Holdings, Axis Capital, CLSA India, Edelweiss Financial
Services and Nomura Financial Advisory and Securities. The company
in its 2 years of commercial operation has established capacity of 5.6
million metric tonnes per annum (MMTPA) and plans to reach 9.30
MMTPA by April 2019 along with 3.20 MMTPA of clinkers.

The government asks for 3-month respite for ILFS
[Oct 13 2018]
The government asked the Mumbai branch of NCLT for a 3 - month
respite from cases against debt ridden ILFS while it works out the plan
for the revival of the company and its 348 subsidiaries. Claiming that
the ministry of corporate affairs is still in the process of ascertaining
the total assets and liabilities of the company due to incorrect
reporting by previous board members, the government requested
NCLT that 70-80 cases pending against subsidiaries across the nation
be kept on hold as they are derailing the resolution process.
Meanwhile, several Financial Institutions, including Aditya Birla
Finance Ltd. have taken subsidiaries to the court for their non-
payment of dues. The total debt of ILFS stands at Rs 91,000 crore.
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PHARMACEUTICALS-WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Shefali Sharma

USFDA APPROVALS AT ALL TIME HIGH; INDIAN FIRMS MANAGED 35-
40 % NODS
The USFDA adheres to an October-September calendar. Of the total
approvals in FY18, around 12 per cent were for complex generics and
95 for first time generics.
Since October 2017, no. of approvals to Aurobindo are the highest
(63), after which Mylan (62), Cadila (59), Actavis (34), Cipla (31) and
Lupin (25) are lined up.
Analysts feel the growth in approvals will flatten as the filings has seen
a decline in FY18. Analysts expect that rising rate of approvals would
increase competition in US generics market, and also decrease the
entry barrier for new players.
However, ANDA withdrawals are on the rise. This may drop the pricing
pressure to some degree.

ONE MORE USFDA APPROVAL IN AUROBINDO’S BASKET
Aurobindo gets USFDA nod for its Azithromycin Oral suspension used
for treatment of infections. Approval is granted to manufacture and
market Oral Suspension 100mg/5 mL and 200 mg/5 mL.
The company now has a total of 386 ANDA (abbreviated new drug
approvals) from the USFDA.
Shares of Aurobindo were at INR 735.50 on NSE, down by 2.74
percent.

SUN ANNOUNCED TO PUMP INR 200 CRORE MORE IN ASSAM PLANT
Sun Pharma has invested INR 120 crore to set up a new production
line, which will enhance the capacity to manufacture liquid vials,
injectables, eye drops and tablet. Dilip Shanghvi, MD Sun Pharma,
stated that the Assam plant is estimated to be one of the largest
facilities in the next few years in the company’s network to produce
sterile products.
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And Sun claims that the unit operates under ‘Zero discharge’ norms,
meaning the treated effluent is 100 per cent recycled within the site
for gardening and toilet flushing.
The company has already invested INR 700 crore in this facility and
another INR 200 crore is going to be invested.
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IT & TELECOM- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Gaurav S Patole

IT:
TCS
TCS post its 2nd Quarter results on 11/10/2018
India’s leading IT firm TCS posted a good second quarter result for the
fiscal year 2019. It posted RS 7,901 crores of profit which was in line
with the analyst prediction. Its consolidated profit has grown by
22.6% corresponding to the last year quarter result. Banking and
Financial Services (BFSI) segment of TCS outperformed contributing
majorly to the profits. Its consolidated revenue for the stood at Rs
36,854 crore and BFSI alone contributed Rs 14,648 crore to it.

Infosys
Infosys to announce its 2nd Quarter result on 16/08/2018
After the magnificent result posted by TCS on 11/08/2018 analyst eye
on the upcoming Infosys result. Analyst predicts Infosys to post 3%
QoQ revenue growth.

Community Bank & Trust Waco Texas bought Infosys shares at NYSE.
Community Bank & Trust Waco Texas’ increase its stake in Infosys on
12/08/2018. The institutional investor increase its stake by 20,163
shares making it a total of 40,328 for the period before the 2nd

Quarter result. Community Bank & Trust Waco Texas’ to have
$410,000 holding in Indian IT firm Infosys for the current reporting
period.

Tech Mahindra
Tech Mahindra to disclose its Q2 result on 30th October 2018.
Under the board meeting intimation to BSE Tech Mahindra will be
disclosing its Q2 profit. Tech Mahindra will be the last amongst the
leading IT firms to disclose its result. Analyst Prabhudas Lilladher
predicts Tech Mahindra to post approx. 4% QoQ increase in revenue.
The expected PAT is to be Rs 8618.6 crore.
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Telecom:
Tata Communication
Chief Communication officer of Tata Communication to face MeToo
movement heat.
The #Metoo movement picks up in India giving courage to many
women in the industry to come out and speak. Complain against Tata
Communication chief officer, Suresh Rangarajan is been filed for
harassing a young female employee. Tata Motors was prompt to react
to these allegations and came out with a statement saying "At Tata
Motors, we have always striven to ensure a respectful and safe
workplace for everyone. Any allegations are investigated and
appropriate action is taken immediately. This matter has already been
taken up for investigation by the Internal Complaints Committee, set
up as per law. Any such behaviour is against the Tata code of conduct
and appropriate action will be taken as soon the inquiry is
completed."

Bharti-Airtel, Vodafone Idea, Jio to face import tariff hike
India to hike import tariff on several electronic item and
communication devices and it is likely to hit the network companies. It
is not yet clear by what percent the tariff will be hiked but the items
specified by the government such as Voice over Internet Protocol
equipment , phones, Ethernet switches were one amongst other
items that are likely to hurt Indian Telecom Industry.
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METALS & MINING- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- Thomas Kuncheria

VTB Bank, JSW Steel looks to make solo bids for Essar Steel
Even as the battle for Essar Steel by Numetal and ArcelorMittal
continues, VTB Bank and JSW Steel have shown interest to
make a solo bid for the stressed steel maker. VTB Bank currently
owns a 40 % stake in Numetal. It is alleged that VTB Capital
Friday petitioned the Supreme Court to be allowed to bid alone
for Essar steel
Separately, JSW Steel had partnered Numetal in the second
round of bidding. It has also said it is considering a solo bid for
the asset if allowed by the resolution professional and
committee of creditors (CoC).

Tata Steel Q2 output flat at 7.33 million tonnes, Bhushan
Steel’s grows by 23 %
Tata Steel’s consolidated steel output did not grow much from
7.26 MT in the same quarter previous year. It reported an
output of 7.33 MT for the Q2 current financial year. Sales
reduced to 3.27 MT as against 3.20 MT in the year-ago period.
At the same time, Bhushan steel which was recently acquired
by Tata Steel reported a 23 % jump in its output at 1.05 MT as
compared to 0.85 MT in the year- ago period.

Aluminum makers in India win Japan sales
Indian aluminum makers Hindalco industries, Vedanta and
some others are boosting sales to Japan in light of US sanctions
against Russia’s Rusal and import tariffs. Imports of aluminum
ingot from India doubled in the first eight months of 2018
compared to previous years.

http://www.moneycontrol.com/india/stockpricequote/steel-large/jswsteel/JSW01
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The US imposed the sanctions on Rusal and some other companies to
punish Moscow for its alleged interference in the 2016 election.
Imports of aluminum alloy from India jumped to 3,008 tonnes over
the same period, while Russian imports fell 10 percent to 185,685
tonnes.

Government planning to auction over 100 mineral blocks by March
2019
As per the report by the Ministry of Mines, there are 102 blocks in the
pipeline to auctioned by March 2019 in AP, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat,
Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha,
Rajasthan, Telangana and Assam.
The center is also considering granting approvals, including
environmental clearance, to mineral blocks before putting them up for
sale, to give push to auctions.
The government had secured Rs.1.81 Lakh crore from an e - auction of
50 mineral blocks

The government asks Coal India to liquidate 10 MT of stocks by the
end of October to address demand surge
The central government wants CIL to liquidate 10 million tonnes of pit
head stocks from its existing 21 million tonnes by the end of October
to take care of increased demand during festival season
The government has asked Coal India and its subsidiaries to take
immediate steps for achieving additional production capacity at the
mines during the remaining part of current financial as well as
beginning of the next fiscal by obtaining necessary clearances in a
time bound manner.
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BANKING- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Sarthak Krishna

IL&FS to cut costs to tackle crisis
The newly appointed board of Infrastructure Leasing and Financial
Services (IL&FS) has decided to conduct a full audit of the company. It
plans to reduce its operating costs. However, no information has been
provided on how the company will make the payments on which it
defaulted. To start with, the board has decided to reduce the board of
directors’ salary as well as the employee benefits.

Rs 45,000 Cr worth loans to be purchased by SBI from NBFC
SBI is looking to buy around Rs 45,000 worth of loans from NBFC,
which will provide the much needed liquidity to the cash starved
sector. This will also allow SBI to meet its priority sector obligations by
RBI. The bank has 66% credit/deposit ratio which will help them to
buy further loans from the NBFC. Following the mishap at IL&FS,
investors are not keen on investing in the NBFC.

Banks put under PCA are recovering from losses
RBI had put 12 banks, 11 public sector and 1 private under Prompt
Corrective Action (PCA). These institutions are recovering their limited
losses and are improving their financials. When a bank is put under
PCA, its lending activities are limited because of its poor financial
health.

SEBI exempts Bandhan Bank from 1 year lock in period on
promoter’s share
After restricting Bandhan Bank from opening new branches and
freezing the remuneration of its MD, for non-compliance of
promoter’s shareholdings in the bank, SEBI has exempted Bandhan
Bank from the 1 year for selling shares of promoters. The promoter’s
shareholding is currently at 82.26% which has to be brought down
under 40% as mandated by RBI.
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CHEMICAL AND PAINTS SECTOR - WHAT 

HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Sukriti Hatgaonkar

Shalimar Paints appointed former Apple executive as VP in
Marketing
Shalimar Paints appointed Minal Srivastava, an alumnus of IIM
Ahmedabad and MICA, as its VP-marketing to spearhead its marketing
initiatives and strategic plans. In her previous role, Minal was
responsible for expansion of Apple’s first retail format in India. Also, in
the past she has worked with various companies and start-ups. With
such diverse background, Minal would be effective in shaping and
directing Shalimar’s marketing objectives.

Effect of Rupee fall on Fertilizer industry
Most of the raw materials used in the fertilizer industry are imported
hence, due to a fall in rupee there has been a significant increase in
prices of phosphoric acid, ammonia and sulphur. Due to an increase in
input costs, the prices of fertilizers are bound to increase and it will
have an impact on the upcoming Rabi crop season, as fertilizer prices
are expected to be higher by 5-12% more than what it was during
kharif crops season. This increase in fertilizers will have to be born by
the farmers, or it would be pushed forward to consumers by a further
increase in Rabi crop prices.

Chemicals Industry is expected to grow at 9%
India’s chemicals sector is the sixth largest in the world and is
expected to grow to USD 304 million by FY25. Chemicals sector
attracts about 3% of the total FDI in India and the growth driving
areas would be speciality chemicals and petrochemicals
intermediates. This growth would show up in the stock markets by
increase in share prices of chemicals sector firms.
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FMCG- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Shruti Kajaria

Advent International, US based Private Equity firm buys out Kedaar
Capital’s Stake in Manjushree Technopack
Manjushree Technopack is Asia’s largest PET bottle and preform
manufacturing company, with 40 years of packaging expertise in India.
The company caters to packaging requirements of major brands like
Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Mondelçz, Dabur, Unilever, and Marico, to name a
few. It is one of the top 500 mid-sized companies in India with a
turnover of Rs 8.9 billion for FY2018, and a manufacturing capacity of
150,000 MT per annum. Advent International has invested in
Manjushree Technopack by buying out the stake of Kedaar Capital, the
home-grown PE Firm, along with some of the promoter’s family‘s
holdings. The Deal Value and terms remain undisclosed.

Growing Demand for warehousing in Bangalore
Owing to the rising need in the e-commerce sector, the warehousing
sector of Bangalore, the IT city sees a perceptible shift towards an
organized marketplace. The warehousing, transaction volume in
Bangalore was 2.1 million square feet in 2017, up from 1.1 million
square feet in 2016. This demand can majorly be allocated to the e-
commerce sector, followed by third party logistics and FMCG.

Structural demand growth expected in the FMCG Sector by Contract
Manufacturers
The anticipated demand growth in the FMCG Sector is attributed to
rising income, rising middle class, and demographic factors like more
than 50% of the population less than 25 years. The FMCG Industry
generally follows the contract manufacturing model. Hindustan Foods
Ltd., contract manufacturers for products like Rin, Wheel and Surf
Excel, which has facilities in Hyderabad, Telangana, with a production
capacity of 75,000 tonnes. It now plans to invest Rs 100 crore for
capacity expansion. JHS Svendgaard Ltd., a contract manufacturer for
Patanjali’s herbal toothpaste, also recently doubled its capacity to
40,000 tonnes for oral care per year.
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TEXTILES & RETAIL- WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Vimal & Anoop

Government being urged to include yarns and fabrics in ROSL by
SRTEPC
The Union minister of Commerce and Industry, Suresh Prabhu is being
urged for inclusion of yarns and fabrics segment under Rebate of State
Levies (RoSL) scheme by the Synthetic & Rayon Textiles Export
Promotion Council (SRTEPC). Also, the council has requested to
consider 6 percent RoSL rate for rebate of yarns and fabric exports.
The state taxes and duties are not currently included in GST nor
rebated and nearly 6 per cent of FOB value of exports is presently
charged for the same. Other issues faced by the man-made fibre
industry like export promotion incentives, GST and MEIS schemes
were also brought into discussion. Due to the US sanctions imposed
on Chinese fibres, yarns and other textiles, there is a high possibility
for these goods to be dumped into Indian markets. The subsidies will
also be increased for exports by China which will further aggravate the
situation and make it tougher for the domestic manufacturers in India.

Un women and welspun india join hands for gender equality
UN Women, a subsidiary of United Nations that works towards gender
equality and women empowerment, collaborates with home textile
manufacturer Welspun India . The aim of this collaboration is to
provide opportunity for women working in different stages of value
chain to get ample opportunities for technical skill building and
entrepreneurial initiatives. The aim is to create sustainable livelihoods
to drive equal payment opportunities, establish gender equality in the
workforce, create a zero-harassment work environment and
encourage women to take up leadership roles. Nishtha Satyam,
Deputy Representative of UN Women said that the economic and
human development costs due to gender gaps are enormous and
bringing more women to work will save billions of dollars for
developing countries.
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CONSUMER DURABLES- WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Prateek Singhal

Offline firms seek to beat e-tailers in discounts game amid rising
costs
With the e commerce giant Amazon and Flipkart going aggressive on
sales, by giving promotional offers, the consumer durable
manufacturers will be left with little choice, but to match the offers.
Their margins will take a hit from the rising costs. The momentum is
set by the e-tailers and brand marketers have to follow them by giving
offline discounts in order to survive the competition. The companies
have also piled up inventory of air conditioner due to short summer
which they are planning to exhaust this year.

Effect of depreciation of rupee
With the value of rupee depreciating, the imports have been affected.
Imported goods account for close to 20% of washing machines and
refrigerator. There have been an increased input costs due to
depreciating rupee. Godrej appliances have already increased their
prices by 3-4% in early September, while others are still absorbing it
and not passing it to the customers.

Gold price rise on festive demand
The gold prices have risen to Rs 32,120 for 99.9% and Rs 31,970 for
99.5% purity for 10 grams in India. The same wasn’t witnessed by
other parts in the world where the prices of the gold have fallen as
equity markets firmed. Following gold, the silver rates also went up by
Rs 500 to Rs 39,500 per kg



Panasonic India mulls hiking prices of mobiles, consumer appliances
on rupee woes
Following a continuous fall in rupee against US dollar Panasonic India
is mulling to increase the prices of its mobile phones and consumer
appliances in the range of 4-5% post festive season.
The Japanese consumer electricals is aiming to achieve a revenue of
about Rs 12,300 cr in India this fiscal year, driven by TV and
refrigerator. The previous declaration of revenue was Rs 10,500 cr.
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NBFC- WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Svetlana and Aashpreet

RBI, NHB, SBI open liquidity taps to boost NBFC lending
To ensure that NBFC does not reduce lending due to an increase in
non-performing assets in the traditionally busy seasons of October –
March, RBI, NHB, SBI are ensuring that there is enough liquidity. This
also provides banks an opportunity to acquire some good assets. SBI
sees an opportunity to buy an additional portfolio of up to Rs 30,000
crore on top of its initial plan of Rs 15,000 crore. As a part of liquidity
injection, RBI will purchase Government Securities for Rs 36,000 crore
in October.

IL&FS board seeks settlement of dues from NHAI worth up to Rs
16,000 crore
The new board of IL&FS has reached out to the National Highways
Authority of India for settlement of claims. The due payments would
provide immediate relief to the company as it can service some of its
debt obligations. Of IL&FS’s total receivable, around Rs 16,000 crore
comes from NHAI. The IL&FS group has a total debt of Rs 91,000
crore, of which it needs to repay Rs 1,085 crore worth of commercial
paper in the next six months from October 29, 2018 to March 12,
2019.

PNB Housing Raises First ECB of Rs 1,470 Cr under Automatic Route
PNB Housing Finance Ltd, India’s 5th largest Housing Finance
Company, has raised $ 200 Mn (Rs 1,470 crore) through External
Commercial Borrowing (ECB), first under the automatic route of
Reserve Bank of India. This year RBI has allowed Housing Finance
Companies to borrow through ECBs under the automatic route. The
funds will be used for normal business operations that is for lending
purpose. Raising of ECB under current environment shows girth of the
Company and deep faith of the lending community. This will not only
enhance the liquidity profile but also the ALM position as the facility is
for 5 years. The fully hedged landed cost of this method is lower than
the shore pricing of similar tenure loan.
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AUTO ANCILLARY WHAT HAPPENED LAST WEEK
- By Suraj M.

Bharat Forge -NTPC JV initiates liquidation under the IBC
BF-NTPC Energy Systems, a 49:51 joint venture, that was incorporated
on June 19, 2008 with the aim of manufacturing casting, forgings,
fittings and high-pressure piping required for power and other
industries has been voluntarily liquidated under the IBC. This decision
was taken at the general meeting held on October 9, 2018 as BF-NTPC
has not embarked on any operations and both JV partners decided to
shut their business.

Bharat Forge inaugurates Industry 4.0 centre
Bharat Forge has inaugurated an Industry 4.0 Centre of Excellence at
its manufacturing plant in Pune in partnership with PTC, which is a US-
based computer software and services company.
The Centre of Excellence was inaugurated by Baba N. Kalyani,
Chairman & Managing Director, PTC -Western Europe, Emerging
Markets & India; Bharat Forge; Stefano Rinaldi, Senior Vice President,
Amit Kalyani, Executive Director, Bharat Forge and Kalyan Sridhar, Vice
President & Country Manager, PTC India. This is the first partnership
of PTC with any private sector company.
This new centre has been developed to incubate digital
transformation ideas, to develop and experience the new cutting-
edge technologies and train its people to be able to deploy it on the
shop floor. This CoE will help Bharat Forge to enable preventive
maintenance, enhance operational efficiency, polish up product
quality and time to market.

Sundaram Fasteners wins Deming Prize
Sundaram Fasteners, a TVS group company, has won the prestigious
Deming Prize for all its 17 plants located in India. It is the first Indian
MNC to achieve such an honorable record. SFL experienced

.



differentiating performance benchmarks being created by TQM and
decided to implement TQM in a systematic and unified manner across
its plants. The Deming Prize will be formally presented to SFL on
November 14, in Tokyo, Japan.
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PORTS AND LOGISTICS WHAT HAPPENED LAST 

WEEK
- By Snigdha Baidya

Fosun invested $12million in LetsTranport:
Fosun, Shanghai-headquartered company, with market capitalisation
of $14 billion has invested in India through Fosun RZ Capital. It has
made a $12 million investment in intracity logistics venture
LetsTransport. Fosun had earlier invested in Delhivery in May last year.

Growth of warehousing in Bengaluru driven by E-commerce:
The growing e-commerce is driving the growth of warehouses in
Bengaluru. The transaction volume of Bengaluru’s warehousing was
1.1 million square feet in 2016 which raised to 2.1 million square feet
in 2017 because of e-commerce sector. The Major reason for this is
the increasing preferences of services offered by organized service
providers rather than low cost services.

Mumbai Port trust to build its fifth oil-berth:
The Mumbai Port Trust will use the rock excavated from Mumbai
Metro Railway project to build its fifth oil berth. The berth will be
constructed on Jawahar Dweep, for sustainable infrastructure
development.

RBI to create more jobs and increase security of Cash Logistics
companies:
The Cash Logistics association said that the guidelines have brought
companies at par with global standards. It has helped to improve the
security of Public money. This would increase the efficiency and
reduce frauds, but in the short term the operating costs will be
increased.
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• Textiles and Retail: UN Women and Welspun India join hands for
gender equality

• NBFC: RBI, NHB, SBI open liquidity taps to boost NBFC lending
during the busy season of October

• Auto and Aviation: Honda to invest Rs 9,200 crore in India, the
largest in the Indian car business

• Consumer durable goods: Gold prices rise to Rs 32,120 for 99.9%
gold, this festive season

• Banking sector: Rs 45,000 Cr worth loans to be purchased by SBI
from NBFC

• REAL ESTATE, INFRASTRUCTURE & CEMENT- The government
asked the NCLT for a 3 - month respite from cases against debt
ridden IL&FS

• FMCG: The demand growth in the FMCG Sector is attributed rising
middle class with more than 50% of the population less than 25
years

• PORTS AND LOGISTICS: The Mumbai Port Trust to build its fifth oil
berth

• AUTO ANCILLARIES: Bharat Forge inaugurated an Industry 4.0
Centre of Excellence at its manufacturing plant in Pune in
partnership with PTC



• METALS & MINING Ministry of Mines, may auction 102 mineral
blocks by March 2019 in AP, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Jharkhand,
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Rajasthan,
Telangana and Assam

• IT & Telecom Sector: India to hike import tariff on several
electronic item and communication devices and it is likely to hit
the network companies.

• Pharma: Sun Pharma has invested INR 120 crore to set up a new
production line, which will enhance the capacity to manufacture
liquid vials, injectables, eye drops and tablet.

• FMCG: Owing to the growing demand in the e-commerce sector,
the warehousing sector of Bangalore, the IT city sees a perceptible
shift towards an organized market.

• Chemical and Paints Sector: Shalimar Paints appointed former
Apple executive, Minal Srivastava, an alumnus of IIM Ahmedabad
and MICA, as its VP-marketing.
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